I. Introduction
Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) enable wireless communication between mobile devices without relying on a fixed infrastructure. In these networks the mobile devices themselves forward data from a sender to a receiver, acting both as router and end-system at the same time. MANETs have a wide range of applications, e.g., range extension of WLAN access points, data transmission in disaster areas and intervehicular communication. Studies [5] have shown that position-based routing is a well-suited solution for the challenging task of routing in highly dynamic MANETs. As a prerequisite of position-based routing algorithms, each node in the network must be able to determine the position of the target node it wants to communicate with.
We assume that the nodes are able to determine their own position, e.g. by means of a positioning service such as GPS. The task of locating the destination is then accomplished by a location service, a distributed service maintained directly by the participating nodes. In this paper, we present the Hierarchical Location Service (HLS).
The basic operation of HLS is as follows: the area occupied by the network is divided into a hierarchy of regions. The lowest level regions are called cells. Regions of one level are aggregated to form a region on the next higher level of the hierarchy. Regions on the same level of the hierarchy do not overlap. For any given node £ one cell in each level of the hierarchy is selected by means of a hash function. These cells are called the responsible cells for node £ . The hash function takes a node ID (e.g. an IP Address), the level of the hierarchy and the node's position as an input and determines the responsible cell for a node with this ID on this level of the hierarchy as an output. As a node moves through the area covered by the network, it updates its responsible cells with information about its current position. When another node The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section II we give an overview of related work. The HLS algorithm is described in detail in Section III. Section IV contains the results of the simulation of HLS with ns-2. The paper is concluded with a summary and an outlook to future work in Section V.
II. Related Work
A location service consists of two algorithmic components, the location update and the location request component. The location update is responsible for distributing information about the current location of a target node ¦ to a set of nodes called the location servers of ¦ . If a source § wants to discover the location of ¦ , it launches a location request which is routed through the network to one of the location servers of ¦ . The location server can either answer the request itself or forward it to ¦ for answering. The range of possible designs of the update and request component are limited by two extremes: flood position updates or do not send any updates at all. If updates are flooded, each node becomes location server for each other node and no requests are necessary. If no updates are sent, each node is its own and only location server, therefore requests need to be flooded in the network.
A location service which uses flooding to spread position information is DREAM [1] , the Distance Routing Effect Algorithm for Mobility. With DREAM, each node floods its position information in the network with varying flooding range and frequency. The frequency of the flooding is decreased with increasing range. Thus, each node knows the location of each other node whereas the accuracy of this information depends on the distance to the node. The Reactive Location Service (RLS) [7] marks the other extreme of the design space: it uses flooding in its request component. RLS is only active if a node § needs to discover the location of another node ¦ . The request is flooded to all nodes in the network. Upon receiving the request,
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generates an answer and sends it back to § . Both of these extremes involve flooding the network. In contrast, an efficient location service should balance the cost of updates and requests to avoid this.
A location service that does not require flooding is Homezone [3] . In the Homezone location service, each node is assigned an area (the so called Homezone) in the ad-hoc network via a hash function. Location updates are sent to all the nodes in the homezone. Location requests are answered by one of the nodes in this area. A major disadvantage of this design is the single fixed homezone. Nodes are not limited in their movements. As a result, nodes may be far away from their homezone and their updates may have to travel long distances. Furthermore, even requests from nodes close to the target node must be forwarded all the way to the homezone. This can lead to high network load and latency. In contrast to Homezone our approach does not rely on a single homezone. Instead a hierarchy of regions is responsible for maintaining the location of a node. As a consequence both updates and requests from nodes that are close to the target remain mostly local while additionally the robustness of the location service is increased.
The Grid Location Service (GLS) [10] divides the area containing the ad-hoc network into a hierarchy of squares forming a quad-tree. Each node selects one node in each element of the quad-tree as a location server. Therefore the density of location servers for a node is high in areas close to the node and becomes exponentially less dense as the distance to the node increases. The update and request mechanisms of GLS require that a chain of nodes based on node IDs is found and traversed to reach an actual location server for a given node. The chain leads from the updating or requesting node via some arbitrary and some dedicated nodes to a location server. As investigated in [8] , traversing the chain of mobile nodes may lead to significant update and lookup failures if node mobility is high: as soon as one of the dedicated nodes in the chain cannot be reached the update or request [15] message is lost. In order to avoid this problem, HLS uses the concept of responsible cells and does not rely on a chain of mobile nodes for update and lookup of position information. DLM [15] , the Distributed Location Management scheme, uses a grid to partition the area of the network as shown in Figure 1 . In DLM the smallest squares are assigned the highest level. Squares of the highest level are aggregated to form an area of the next lower level. This is repeated until the whole area of the network is covered by a single area which is assigned the level 0. In the example the smallest squares are assigned the level 3, sixteen of them are aggregated to form a region of level 2. Four level 2 regions form a level 1 region, four level 1 regions form the whole network as a single level 0 region. DLM then selects one level as the granularity for the distribution of location servers. In the example this is level two. For each node DLM selects one highest level (smallest) square in each of these regions. In each of the selected highest level squares, one node is chosen as location server. In the example the location servers for node A are designated as
. In order to reduce update overhead, the information about the location of a node becomes more detailed the closer a location server is to a node. DLM does not rely on a chain of mobile nodes and is therefore more robust to mobility than GLS. On the other hand the even distribution of location servers reduces its scalability: whenever a node crosses the borders of a level-1 region or when periodic updates for maintaining a soft state are transmitted, all location servers have to be updated.
Since the location servers are evenly distributed in the network the resulting message overhead is similar to that of network-wide flooding. In contrast, HLS uses a hierarchy of location servers and thereby completely avoids communication patterns that are similar to flooding the network. In addition the hierarchical approach of HLS specifically supports communication patterns where communicating nodes tend to be close to each other. Given the well known scaling behaviour of ad-hoc networks [4] it is very likely that most ad-hoc networks will display this property.
III. Hierarchical Location Service
To show how HLS works in detail, we first describe the structure of the hierarchy of regions. We then explain how cells responsible for the tracking of a node are selected and how location updates and request are sent. Finally we show how the algorithm deals with cells that do not contain any nodes.
III.A. Area partitioning
HLS partitions the area containing the ad-hoc network in cells. This partitioning must be known to all participating nodes. The shape and size of the cells can be chosen arbitrarily according to the properties of the network. The only prerequisite is that a node in a given lowest-level cell must be able to send packets to all other nodes in the same cell. This can either be achieved by choosing an appropriate cell size, i.e., the distance between any two points in the cell must be smaller than the radio range, or by implementing a cell-wide broadcasting mechanism. 1 It is not required that the area in which the MANET is deployed is fully covered by cells. Thus, HLS is applicable to areas containing obstacles such as buildings.
The cells are grouped hierarchically into regions of different levels. A number of cells forms a region of level one, a number of level-one regions forms a leveltwo region and so on. Regions of the same level must not intersect, i.e., each region of level 
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. This node becomes location server for ¦ . It is possible that subsequent updates arrive at different nodes within that cell, for example because nodes have moved. A cell may therefore contain multiple location servers for a node. Moreover, we assume that all necessary routing for HLS is done with a position-based routing protocol like GFG [2] or GPSR [5] .
A node Figure 3 for a three-level hierarchy. The large circles mark the regions and the cells with the numbers are the responsible cells. The node and its RC on level one share the same level-one region, the RC of level two lies within the same level-two region as the node and so on.
An interesting observation is the following: if all cells are computed and marked which may become responsible cells as a node moves through the network, we get a structure similar to the one shown in Figure 4 . All cells marked here are candidates for responsible cells. These candidate cells are connected with arrows to visualize their hierarchical, tree-like structure. We call this structure candidate tree. The root of the tree is the single RC candidate on the highest 
III.C. Location update
There are two different methods for HLS to update location servers, the direct location scheme and the indirect location scheme.
To update its location servers according to the direct location scheme, a node computes its responsible cells as explained in Section III.B. Position updates are then sent to all RCs at the same rate. This update scheme is called "direct" because a location server directly knows the position of the node. In Figures 5(a)  and 5(b) , the location information in the RCs is repre-sented as a pointer to the position of the node. In this scheme all responsible cells must be updated whenever the node has moved a distance large enough to render the position information in the location servers useless ( Figure 5(b) ). While this can be done without much overhead for close location servers, updating the RCs on a higher level which tend to be farther away may cause a significant amount of network load.
The number of necessary single hop transmissions to update a location server on level Ü depends on the size of a region on that level. In the following we assume that the regions have a quadtree topology with Â being the number of nodes in the network and d being the diameter of the level-1 region. In the worst case, the update packet for a given level must traverse the whole region of that level. Therefore, if a node needs to update all its location servers, the cost is
. With the diameter D of the whole area being õ ö Ð ÷ á ë ø ì ï îÞ , this can be rewritten as
. As the size of an area covered by n nodes grows with
for a fixed node density, the worst case update costs for an update to all levels is therefore
The network load can be reduced with the indirect location scheme where the location servers on higher hierarchy levels only know the region of the next lower level a node is located in. More precise location information is not necessary on higher levels. As shown in Figure 6 (a), the pointers which represent the location information do no longer point to the last known position. They point to the responsible cell on the next lower level. Thus, this update scheme creates indirect location knowledge in the location servers. In contrast to GLS, the chains established here do not consist of moving nodes but of cells with fixed positions making the scheme robust to high node mobility.
Given an ideal environment with no packet loss, a location server on level Â needs to be updated only when the node moves to another level-Ç Â ò ½ Û Ì region. Thus, the responsible cell on level one will be the only cell which is updated if the node moves within the boundaries of the level-1 region (Figure 6(b) ). Cells on higher levels need to be updated only if the RC on the next lower level changes (Figures 6(c), 6(d) ). Hence, update traffic generated by a node is mostly local. The majority of the update packets have to travel only a few hops whereas long-distance updates are rarely sent. Depending on the movement pattern of the nodes, the indirect location scheme may therefore reduce the costs for updates significantly. However, the worst case where all location servers have to be . To overcome location server failures which can occur for both update schemes, we have chosen a soft state approach. As this leads to possibly unnecessary updates-especially for the indirect update schemeother mechanisms to overcome these losses such as the use of backup location servers could be investigated in the future to further reduce network traffic.
III.D. Handovers
Since the identification of a location server depends only on its position, a node leaving a responsible cell can no longer be location server for information be-longing to this responsible cell. In this case, the information belonging to the cell just left is handed over to this cell and treated like an update: the handover packet is forwarded to a node in or close to the cell which becomes the new location server.
III.E. Position Requests
To successfully query the current location of a target node ¦ , the request of a source node § needs to be routed to a location server of With this mechanism, the request is forwarded from candidate cell to candidate cell until a location server for ¦ is found or the highest level candidate cell has been reached.
The algorithm ensures that in the worst case the request is forwarded to the top-level RC, the candidate cell which is guaranteed to be also a responsible cell. In this worst case, the request has a complexity similar to the one given above for the updates, Examples for requests are given in Figure 7 . Here, location servers are updated according to the indirect location scheme. If the two nodes are located in the same level-1 region as shown in Figure 7(a) , the candidate cell on level one also is a responsible cell and should contain a location server. The request can be delivered and answered directly. In Figure 7 
III.F. Empty cells
A problem which has not been addressed so far are empty or unreachable cells, i.e. a location update or request packet is sent to a cell which does not contain a node or which is unreachable due to a partitioned network. In HLS this problem is solved as follows: if an update can not be forwarded to the target cell, the node detecting this becomes a temporary location server. Thereafter, the information is treated by the handover mechanism explained above like any other location information outside its target RC: the temporary location server regularly tries to hand the information over to the target cell.
If a request looks for a location server in an empty cell, it cannot be determined if the cell is a responsible cell or a candidate cell. There are two ways to proceed if a request cannot reach the cell it is sent to: either search the neighbourhood for a temporary location server or forward the request to the next higher level. For HLS we have chosen a combination: for all but the highest level requests are forwarded to the next level while on the highest level the neighbourhood of Our simulations also revealed areas where HLS can be improved further, in particular for networks with low node density where empty cells are frequent. We see two main directions that can be followed in order to alleviate this problem: the use of more aggressive caching strategies and reconsidering how position information is stored. Even though the former requires a careful consideration regarding the time a cached entry remains valid, it can be realized as a conceptually straight forward adaptation of existing approaches. The latter requires more extensive modifications: In HLS there exists one location server in each responsible cell. This causes problems when the location server leaves the cell (because the location information has to be handed back into the cell) or simply fails. More importantly it reduces the success rate for low node densities because an increasing number of responsible cells no longer contain any nodes that can act as a location server. It may therefore be worthwhile to investigate the use of the Geographic Hash Table ( GHT) system proposed in [13] which has been initially developed for data storage in sensor networks. GHT stores information in those nodes that form a perimeter around a point. In case of HLS this point would be the center of the responsible cell. The node closest to this point is responsible for regularly sending the information to the other members of the perimeter. If the closest node fails, another member of the perimeter will sent an update after a timer has expired and a new closest node can be elected. The main benefits of using GHT would be that responsible cells may be empty without any negative impact (the perimeter used for storing the location information would simply be outside of the responsible cell) and that the robustness is increased. A disadvantage of using GHT may be the increased complexity of the mechanism in combination with a higher network load for maintaining the information in the GHT system. In addition to these two main directions of future work dead reckoning could be employed to prolong the validity of location information. Furthermore, if all nodes in the network move in the same direction and therefore most of the predefined cells are empty, the HLS algorithm should be adapted to this situation. Another interesting idea are cells moving according to a predictable pattern, e.g. along a highway. With the time information of the GPS signal, it can be computed at which point of the highway the cells are located. A location server moving along the highway may stay location server for a long time because it stays in the cell which is also moving. Therefore, less handovers are necessary and communication overhead is reduced while the functionality stays the same.
Concluding, we believe that a hierarchical approach where cells are responsible to maintain position information is very promising as location service for MANETs. While there are still many ways to improve upon HLS as presented here, we were able to show that in particular for settings with large networks, high node mobility or moderate to high node density HLS already outperforms existing approaches.
